Baropodometer as a Clinical Tool for Evaluating and Following Treatment of Postural Deviations - A Case Report
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Abstract

The pre-pubertal age can be considered as the most important for prevention and treatment of postural deformity. Postural adjustments to maintain static and dynamic balance depend on the relationship between sensory input organs (captors) and the environment. Currently, there are three captors known: the eye, the vestibule and the soles of the feet. Postural insoles work as exteroceptors and aim to reorganize the muscle group’s tone and influence the body posture by proprioceptive reflexes and subsequent correction. Besides the proprioceptive insoles, the Pilates method for spine treatment and postural deviations has been widely applied, and it presents great adhesion and good outcomes for school children and pre-teens. The baropodometric projection of the body center of pressure (COP) could be used in clinical practice as an evaluation tool in the treatment of postural dysfunctions and spinal deviations, through a baropodometric device, but little has been published about its clinical outcomes on everyday use. This study described the case of an 11 year old with pelvic deviation due to short leg length and the treatment chosen accordingly to a baropodometric evaluation, such as the use of postural insoles combined with Pilates sessions for 40 days. After this period, it was noted a better plantar surface and peak pressures distribution, as well as a more homogeneous weight bearing on both feet, which can induce improvements on postural behavior and prevents spinal injuries.
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Introduction

The pre-pubertal age can be considered as the most important for prevention and treatment of postural deformity [1]. In childhood and adolescence, the posture is in development process, and therefore more susceptible to future problems, depending on the locomotor adaptation to maintain body balance within the mechanical conditions imposed [1]. This might lead the child to adopt bad posture habits in their 6-10 years old. So it can be state that, at this stage the child could acquire postural defects arising from the behavior and social relations [2].

Postural adjustments to maintain static and dynamic balance depend on the relationship between sensory input organs (or captors) and the environment [3]. Currently, there are three captors known: the eye, the vestibule and the soles of the feet [2].

Postology is a technique for evaluation and treatment of postural disorders according to the interaction of the feet with the ground through proprioceptive insoles created in 1980 by Bordiol [4]. These postural insoles work as exteroceptors and aim to reorganize the muscle group’s tone and influence the body posture by proprioceptive reflexes and subsequent correction [3]. Furthermore, the authors state that these insoles reduce plantar pressure peaks by redistributing the reaction force from the ground to the feet [4]. The use of postural insoles is an innovative technical aid to the population, and despite being a common clinical practice there are few studies about its use [5]. This technique is based on the action of very fine rubber pieces that are placed between the insole and the skin and thus stimulates mechanoreceptors in the chosen region performing a minimal deformation by small reliefs, which provides information to the postural system. In response, the Central Nervous System produces postural rebalancing through the tonic muscle reflex reactions and corrects postural imbalances [3]. There are specific plantar regions whose stimulation causes a reorganization of postural body tone. These stimuli may act at a distance, correcting any unevenness of the upper limbs, iliac crests and/or generating symmetry in paraspinal muscle tension [4,6].

Besides the proprioceptive insoles, the Pilates method for spine treatment and postural deviations has been widely applied, and it presents great adhesion and good outcomes for school children and pre-teens [7]. This technique advocates the improvement of agonist and antagonist muscle relations, favoring the work of stabilizing muscles [8].

The body balance maintenance is also achieved by the postural control system, and the action of sensory and motor nerves that play this role. These are required to ensure the vertical projection of the body’s center of gravity (CG), which is supposed to be maintained within the base of support (polygon delimited by the lateral edges of the feet) giving stability to the body and allowing the execution of various transactions with its upper segments. The Body Center of
Pressure (COP) constitutes the neuromuscular response to changes or accelerations of the CG and can be measured by a pressure plate [9-11]. This device captures the risk areas of the foot, comparing the results of treatments performed over time. It also assists the clinician for the preparation of plantar orthoses [12]. The baropodometric projection of the COP could be used in clinical practice as an evaluation tool in the treatment of postural dysfunctions and spinal deviations. According to Bienfait [13], any deformation of the feet will require an adaptation of the postural system and vice versa. Thus, it is believed that the assessment, and the monitoring of treatment with baropodometry might be of clinical and academic relevance. Thus, the following study describes a case where baropodometry was decisive to the continuation of the treatment. It is important to notice that the use of baropodometry in clinical practice for assessing postural treatment combining the Pilates method with the use of proprioceptive insole was not found in the literature.

Case Report

Patient presenting 11 years, male, eutrophic, BMI 21.2, attended at Clinica Collucci - Ribeirão Preto looking for physiotherapy care, complaining of asymptomatic thoracic asymmetry (according to the parents of the child). Postural analysis revealed elevation of the right posterior superior iliac crest, and pelvis rotated in a counterclockwise direction, with protrusion of the right shoulder. The patient also presented with supination of the left hind foot during the swing phase of the gait. This postural assessment was enhanced by baropodometry (ISP equipment Informatique pressure plate Footwork model, with an active surface plate 40x40x0.5 cm, with the patient standing barefoot with arms along the body, and the look to the horizon for 30 seconds. This exam showed displacement of the total body center of pressure (COP) of the patient to the right, along with the absence of left midfoot support (cavus foot), and higher plantar peak pressure under the metatarsal heads on both right and left feet (Figure 1A).

The choice of the treatment technique relied on the suspicion of lower limbs discrepancy, and an examination of the patient’s Orthoradiography presenting the left leg shorter by 0.5 cm confirmed the diagnosis. Therefore, we proposed the use of a proprioceptive insole with postural elements and that vary between 0.3 and 0.2 cm positioned as to stimulate specific displacement of the posterior and lateral plantar COP points as well as the relaxation of the intrinsic muscles of the left midfoot. Besides the proprioceptive insole, we recommended Pilates sessions to improve the patient’s positioning of the pelvis and diminishes lower muscular asymmetry already installed, due to the leg discrepancy. Unfortunately, the only radiographic exam available and allowed by the patient’s parents was the Orthoradiography at the time of the study.

After 40 days of insole usage and 16 sessions of Pilates, a new Baropodometric assessment was performed, this time with improved left midfoot support and centralization of the COP, along with the displacement of the maximum peak plantar pressure to the rearfoot, on both right and left feet (Figure 1B).

Parameters such as the average value for plantar peak pressure, the distribution of body weight bearing and total surface area of plantar support were also assessed before, during, and after the 40 days of insole usage and 16 Pilates sessions. As a result, we found that all these parameters were more homogeneous in their distribution of right and left feet by the end of the study (Figures 2-4).
Discussion and Conclusion

An anatomical short leg occurs when there is an actual length difference in the bony components of the lower limb. A structurally short limb is often compensated by a functional adaptation on the long leg side, including ankle pronation. The anterior and posterior iliac crests are lower on the side of the short leg, unless foot positioning compensates for the difference [14]. To maintain the body balance in case of leg discrepancy of up to 1.5 cm, pelvis might tilt or performs oblique rotation on its axis [15]. This small discrepancy is found in between 40 and 70% of the adult population, which may adopt other strategies for maintaining balance, damaging the spinal alignment and posture in general [16].

Since the body balance maintenance can be measured through the displacements of the COP, we used an electronic baropodometer to objectively estimate the parameters of load distribution in orthostatic conditions as well as the pressure peaks and the total plantar contact area with the ground.

For this case study we proposed the use of proprioceptive insole with postural elements and shims that vary between 0.3 and 0.2 cm positioned to stimulate a specific displacement of the posterior and lateral plantar COP points as well as the relaxation of the intrinsic left midfoot muscles.

Besides the proprioceptive insole, Pilates sessions were recommended for the patient to improve stretching and tone of the muscles belonging to the posterior chain [17], mainly soleus and hamstrings, since they exhibited asymmetry resulting from the discrepancy of the lower limbs [18].

The Pilates method was developed during the First World War, to rehabilitate injured soldiers. Recently, it has been used by health professionals with the aim of integrating body and mind, to offer better physical conditioning, flexibility, strength, balance and body awareness. All six principles of the Pilates method were applied to this case study subject: Breathing with the activation of the multifidus and antagonists of the lumbar spine [20]. It is speculated to take at least six months of treatment for lower back pain relief but one study has shown that Pilates is effective in the treatment of subjects with chronic low back pain, and needed only four weeks to reduce pain intensity [8].

Brischini [21] believes that the school age is ideal to recover spinal dysfunctions effectively; after this period, the prognosis may become more difficult and the treatment more prolonged [22].

After 40 days of insole usage and 16 sessions of Pilates, baropodometry new assessment was performed, and this time presented with improvement of left midfoot support and centralization of the COP, as well as the displacement of the maximum peak plantar pressure to the rearfoot both to the right and to the left feet (Figure 1B). This result was decisive for further treatment, and safety for the parents, who sought physical therapy for correction, but particularly the prevention of postural disorders in the patient, who still continues on treatment as to this date.

According to the results revealed by baropodometry it can be inferred that the combination treatment was effective in improving the standards of plantar support, which later might be reflected in postural alignment after a longer follow-up. Besides, it is important to notice that this study might open new possibilities for a reliable and non-invasive clinical tool for evaluation and follow up for postural treatment.

However, a larger sample and longer follow-up could be suggested to determine whether this combination treatment is effective on a population.
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